
$MEME IS THE FINAL MEMECOIN, MISSOOORS UNITE!

A token by the people,
for the people.
 

MEME token Litepaper V1.0

https://thebestmemetoken.com/
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MEME was created by an individual that decided to run the project like most meme-

coins, pumped it, dumped it, and then abandoned it. This left the community in a rather 

difficult situation.

 

Most tokens are simply left for dead after the first pump and dump, but MEME survived 

because the community saw potential in it and together, started a Telegram group to 

revive it. Pretty quickly people got interested in the project and the community started to 

grow exponentially.

 

After reviving the token, creating an official site, and all of the necessary infrastructure, 

the community began to question where to go from here. Liquidity from the original 

developers was all burned and the contract was renounced. This has set the foundation  

to build from,

MEME coin is on a mission to revive old memes and the community spirit of crypto. 

 

A Bit of History
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Max Total Supply:

100,000,000 MEME 

No more can ever be minted!!

Simple tokenomics:

Taxes and fees:

0% tax on buy or sells.

0% other taxes or fees.

Transaction Hash of burned LP:

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x261b358795e0ccb8b18399e7f8856ee1e8bf067d6

bd1cde9f169b42dc4de9922

Transaction Hash of renounceOwnership:

https://etherscan.io/tx/0x56aae64d7150c9c5a28f788ab58a756f267b70783

183da7edf7911d7a460f3da

Marketing and donation wallet coming soon:

Stay Tuned
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After the community picked up the project, it immediately became a meme-coin sensation. 

But we’re not stopping at simply being a meme, we have much bigger ambitions.

 

The reality is MEME cannot be sustainable simply based on hype and for it to survive we 

are building a recognizable brand, supported by its community. We all have contributed 

time and resources to create music, memes, official merchandise, NFTs, applications and 

much more.

 

Further, MEME’s goal is not just making the token valuable and its holders monetarily 

happy, but sharing its success with those who need it most.

 

MEME is here to stay, if you follow official announcements you will not be disappointed 

with the constant stream of new developments taking place.

 

Conclusion and future 
vision
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Website:

https://thebestmemetoken.com/

Twitter:

https://twitter.com/memecommunityc

Telegram:

http://t.me/memecoinentryportal

Youtube:

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbxMDzBDp4aUT4p1bGxoxbQ

Reddit:

Coming Soon

Tiktok:

Coming Soon

Instagram:

Coming Soon

 

 

 Official links:
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Disclaimer

FOLLOW ALL LOCAL RULES & REGULATIONS.

All content on this website is for informational purposes only, you should 
not construe any such information or other material as legal, tax, 
investment, financial, or other advice.
Nothing contained on our website constitutes a solicitation, 
recommendation, endorsement, or offer by any third-party service provider 
to buy or sell any securities or other financial instruments in this or in any 
other jurisdiction in which such solicitation or offer would be unlawful 
under the securities laws of such jurisdiction.
 
 
 
 
 
TL;DR – Be a good human being, follow the rules. Make the world a better 
place with technology. Don’t take advantage of others.
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